Assuming AE is an algebra of subsets of a non-empty set and X is a normed space, I investigate whether or not certain barrelledness conditions, some of them introduced in the seventies by Saxon and Valdivia, are enjoyed by several subspaces of the linear space of all those bounded X -valued functions defined on which are the uniform limit of a sequence of X-valued AE-simple functions equipped with the supremum-norm.
Preliminaries
In what follows will be a non-empty set, AE an algebra of subsets of and X a normed space. By I 0 AEY X we denote the linear space over the field K of the real or complex numbers of all X -valued AE-simple functions defined on . If X K, we will write I 0 AE instead of I 0 AEY K . We represent by B AEY X , or by B Y X , the linear space over K of all bounded X -valued functions defined on which are the uniform limit of a sequence in I 0 AEY X . We will assume that B AEY X is equipped with the supremum-norm f k k sup f 3 k kX 3 P f gand will consider I 0 AEY X as a subspace of B AEY X . If AE is not a '-algebra, then f À1 x , for f P B AEY X and x P X , need not be an element of AE, although certainly it is an element of the '-algebra generated by AE. The subspace of B AEY X formed by all countablyvalued functions will be denoted by K AEY X or by K Y X , while K 0 AEY X will stand for the linear subspace of K AEY X consisting of all those countably-valued f for which there exists a countable partition A n Y n P N f gof by elements of AE such that f is constant in each set A n , n P N. If f P K AEY X is such that f À1 x P AE for all x P X , then clearly f P K 0 AEY X . Naturally K 0 AEY X coincides with K AEY X whenever AE is a '-algebra, although in general K 0 AEY X is a dense subspace of K AEY X , since support is contained in E. Note that the restriction AE E j X Y E X Y P AE f g is an algebra on E, and if E P AE then B EY X is isometric to the space B AE E j Y X À Á . Finally, we will denote by St IY X the linear space of the X -valued step functions defined in the semiclosed unit interval I 0Y 1 provided with the supremum-norm, and by Reg IY X the X -valued regulated function space. Assuming that coincides with I and AE is the algebra of finite unions of right-semiclosed intervals contained in I, we may identify both spaces with their corresponding subspaces of B AEY X . The reader is referred to Section 5 for a detailed definition of these spaces.
Let us remark that if 3 P , the mapping f 3 f 3 from B AEY X onto X is a quotient, so X shares the same barrelledness property as B AEY X does for those barrelledness conditions considered in this paper.
A Hausdorff locally convex space (l.c.s. in brief) E is said to be barrelled of class 1 or suprabarrelled [13] if, given an increasing sequence E n of subspaces of E covering E, there is some E m which is dense and barrelled. A l.c.s. E is said to be barrelled of class n, n b 1, [5] if, given an increasing sequence E n of subspaces of E covering E, there is some E m which is dense and barrelled of class n À 1. If E is barrelled of class n for each n P N, E is called barrelled of class d 0 [5] . A l.c.s. E is said to be totally barrelled [15] (TB for short) if, given a sequence E n of subspaces of E covering E, there is one of them which is barrelled and its closure is of finite codimension in E. If E is metrizable, this is equivalent (see 9X3X3 of [10] ) to saying that there is some E m which is barrelled. A l.c.s. E is said to be Baire-hyperplane [14] (BH for short) if it cannot be covered by any sequence of closed hyperplanes. A l.c.s. E is said to be unordered Baire-like (UBL in brief) [12] if, given a sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of E covering E, one of them is a neighbourhood of the origin in E. A l.c.s. E is said to be Baire-like (BL in brief) [11] if, given an increasing sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of E covering E, then one of them is a neighbourhood of the origin in E. AE is barrelled and X is finite-dimensional [7] , we have that B AEY X is barrelled if and only if X is barrelled [9] , and^assuming that AE is a '-algebra^B AEY X is barrelled of class n of class d 0 , with n ! 1, if and only if X is barrelled of class n resp. of class d 0 [6] (see also [5] ). In Problem 11.16 of [5] we ask whether or not B AEY X is UBL whenever X is UBL. In this paper we show that B AEY X is BH if and only if X is BH and, using some ideas from [3] , we
give some conditions for B AEY X to be UBL. We also obtain several barrelledness conditions concerning the spaces K 0 AEY X and K AEY X depending on the kind of barrelledness conditions exhibited by the range space X . Besides, we show that St IY X is never barrelled and that Reg IY X is barrelled if and only if X is barrelled. For a glance of the present research concerning barrelledness properties of spaces of vector-valued bounded measurable functions see [8] , [1] and [4] resp. [3] .
2. The space B AEY X Theorem 2.1. B AEY X is a BH space if and only if X is a BH space.
Proof. If B AEY X is BH, then obviously X is BH. Let us show that if B AEY X is not BH, then X is not BH. Assume that H n X n P N f g is a sequence of closed hyperplanes of B AEY X covering B AEY X and define the following closed linear subspaces of X L n x P X X 1 A x P H n for each A P AE f g 3 for each n P N. Clearly I 0 AEY X T H n , since otherwise H n B AEY X , a contradiction. Hence there is some f n P I 0 AEY X ÀH n such that B AEY X f n h i È H n . Assuming that f n m i1 z ni 1 E ni where E ni P AE, E ni T Y for 1 i m, and E ni E nj Y if i T j, there must be some positive integer k with 1 k m such that 1 E nk z nk a P H n . This implies that z nk a P L n . Consequently, for each n P N there is a closed hyperplane X n in X such that L n X n X So, it suffices to show that
g , where I AE denotes the completion of the scalar-valued AE-simple function space
, is a subspace of B AEY X isomorphic to the Banach space I AE . Hence, according to the Baire category theorem, there is some H j such that L z H j . Particularly 1 A z P H j for each A P AE, which implies that z P L j .
Proof. Let us define the following closed absolutely convex subsets of X V nm x P X X 1 A x P mW n for each A P AE f g 4
gis a subspace of B AEY X isomorphic to the Banach space I AE . Consequently there exist some rY s P N such that 1 A z P sW r for each A P AE. This implies that z P V rs , and therefore we have on some spaces of vector-valued bounded functions V nm X nY m P N f g X . As X is UBL there are iY jY k P N such that kV ij contains the closed unit ball of X . Hence 1 A x P jkW i for each x P X with x k k 1 and each A P AE. Thus W i absorbs the set
Assuming that X is a UBL space, then B AEY X is UBL if and only if it is TB.
Proof. Clearly, if B AEY X is UBL, then it is TB. Assume conversely that B AEY X is TB and let W n X n P N f gbe a sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of B AEY X covering B AEY X . It suffices to notice that, according to the previous lemma, there is an i P N such that 
is TB, there must be some j P N such that W j is barrelled which, as can be easily proven, implies that W j must be closed too. So W j B AEY X and therefore, B AEY X being barrelled, W j is a neighbourhood of the origin in B AEY X .
Lemma 2.4. Let A n X n P N f gbe a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of . If T n is a sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of B AEY X covering B AEY X , there are m P N and J m N, with J m finite or empty, such that T m absorbs the closed unit ball of the subspace B A n X n a
Proof. Assume the lemma is not true and denote by Q i X i P N f g the countable family mT n X mY n P N f g . For each i P N, let
be such that f i k k 1 and f i a P Q i . Then, for each $ P 1 the series
. This implies that the linear mapping
, and as T n covers B AEY X , there must be some positive integer j such that T j absorbs the set D. Consequently there is some k P N such that Q k D, which leads to f k P Q k , a contradiction. Proposition 2.5 Let a be an algebra of subsets of N containing the finite sets. Then B aY X is UBL if and only if X is UBL.
Proof. Suppose X is UBL. Let W n X n P N f gbe a sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of B aY X covering B aY X and consider the partition n f g X n P N f gof N. According to Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.1 of j.c. ferrando [12] there is no loss of generality by assuming that 
g is the partition of 1 induced by f 2 Y there is some positive integer k 2 , 1 k 2 n 2 , such that T does not absorb the unit ball of
. Set 2 P 2k 2 and let x 2 be the constant value of f 2 in 2 . Proceeding by recurrence we obtain a normalized sequence f n in I 0 AEY X , a sequence x n in X with x n k k 1 for each n P N, and a decreasing sequence n of elements of the algebra AE, such that n supp f n nÀ1 , where 0 , and f n a P 2nT , f n taking the constant value x n in n , for each n P N. Setting g n f n À 1 n x n for each n, as T absorbs the set 1 A x X A P AEY x k k 1 f g , there is some k P N such that 1 n x n P nT for each n ! k. Hence g n a P nT for each n ! k. Now, due to the fact that the g n are disjointly supported, the subspace span g n X n ! k f gof BAEY X is a copy of c 0 contained in K 0 AEY X . Hence there is some positive integer j such that g j P jT , a contradiction.
is a barrelled space.
Proof. Assume the lemma is not true. Then there is a barrel T in K 0 AE which is not a neighbourhood in K 0 AE . As T does not absorb the closed unit ball of I 0 AE a standard argument (see for instance [2] ) yields a pairwise disjoint sequence A n of elements of AE and a strictly increasing sequence n i of positive integers such that 1 A i a P n i T for each i P N. So span 1 A i X i P N f g is a copy of c 0 contained in K 0 AE and therefore there must be some k P N such that 1 A k P n k T , a contradiction. Proof. Suppose X is barrelled. Let T be a barrel in K 0 AEY X and define on some spaces of vector-valued bounded functions V m x P X X 1 A x P mT VA P AE f g 6 for each m P N. Then V m X m P N f gis an increasing sequence of closed absolutely convex subsets of X . If z P X , z T 0, according to the previous lemma,
is a barrelled space contained in K 0 AEY X , and consequently there is some k P N, such that 1 A z P kT for each A P AE, i.e., z P V k . Hence V m X m P N f g covers X . But X , being metrizable and barrelled, is a Baire-like space, which means that there exists some j P N such that V j absorbs the closed unit ball of X . This implies that there is some i P N such that 1 A x P ijT for each x P X with x k k 1 and each A P AE. Therefore T absorbs the set 1 A x X A P AEY x k k 1 f g and the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.1. Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the previous theorem, since K 0 AEY X is a dense subspace of B AEY X . Although K 0 AEY X is always barrelled whenever X is barrelled, this space need not be TB or BH even if X is a Banach space, as the following example shows.
Example 3.5. Assume that R and let m be the algebra of all subsets A of R such that either A or R n A contains a dense open set of the usual topology of R. Let B n be the sequence of all open intervals whose extremes are both rational numbers. As we know, according to Lemma 3.2 K 0 m is a barrelled space, and we are going to show that K 0 m is not TB or BH.
Indeed, L n X f P K 0 m X f is constant in B n f g is for each n a closed linear subspace of K 0 m and the sequence L n covers K 0 m , for given f P K 0 m , if A n X n P N f gis a partition of by elements of m induced by f , since is a Baire space there must be some k such that A k contains a dense open set. So there exists a positive integer m such that B m A k , which shows that f P L m . As each L n is infinite-codimensional ö if q i is an enumeration of the rational numbers contained in B n , the set
is linearly independent with respect to L n and 1 q i f g P K 0 m for each i since n q i f g is a dense open set ö, it follows that K 0 m is not a TB space. Finally, as K 0 m may be easily covered by a sequence H n of closed hyperplanes, then K 0 m is not a BH space.
The space K AEY X
For the next results AE will be a '-algebra of subsets of . If % is a countable partition of by elements of AE, we denote by K %Y X the linear subspace of K AEY X formed by all those functions f such that f s f t for each sY t P A with A P %, and represent by Å the family of all countable partitions of by elements of AE.
Lemma 4.1. Let A n X n P N f gbe a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of AE. If V is an absolutely convex subset of K AEY X such that V K %Y X is a neighbourhood of the origin in K %Y X for each % P Å, then there is some m P N such that V absorbs the closed unit ball of K A n X n ! m f g Y X .
Proof. Otherwise there exists a normalized sequence f m K AEY X such that f m P K A n X n ! m f g Y X and f m a P mV for each m P N. Then I m1 $ m f m converges in the Banach space BAEY X to f $ for $ $ m P 1 , and reasoning as in Lemma 2.4 it is easy to note that f $ P K AEY X . As
So meeting each A n respectively with the countable partitions induced by the supports of f 1 Y XXXY f n , it is not difficult to determine a % P Å independent of $ such that
and hence there is some k P x such that f $ P kV for each $ P 1 . In particular f k P kV , a contradiction.
Lemma 4.2. Let V be an absolutely convex subset of K AEY X such that V K %Y X is a neighbourhood of the origin in K %Y X for each % P Å. If n X n P N f gis a decreasing sequence of elements of AE and x n is a bounded sequence in X, there is some positive integer m such that 1 n x n P mV for each n P x.
Proof. Set A n nÀ1 n n for each n P N, where we write 0 , and let % A n X n 0Y 1Y XXX f g where A 0 I n1 n . Since we have 1 n x n 1 A 0 x n I m1 1 A m y nm , with y nm 0 for 1 m n and y nm x n for m b n, pointwise on , it follows that 1 n x n P K %Y X for each n P N.
is a neighbourhood of the origin in K %Y X , there exists a positive integer k such that 1 n x n P kV for each n P N.
is the locally convex hull of the family K %Y X X % P Å f g
Proof. As each f P K AEY X induces a partition % f P Å such that
on some spaces of vector-valued bounded functions
Let V be an absolutely convex subset of K AEY X such that V K %Y X is a neighbourhood of the origin in K %Y X for each % P Å. We are going to prove that V is a neighbourhood of the origin in K AEY X . Assume that V is not a neighbourhood of the origin in K AEY X . Then using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we are going to obtain a bounded sequence g n K AEY X such that g n a P nV for each n P N and supp g i supp g j Y if i T j. We outline the way to do this. Choose some f 1 P K Y X with f 1 k k 1 such that f 1 a P 2V . If P 1m X m P N f gis the partition of by elements of AE induced by f 1 , then according to Lemma 4.1 there is some positive integer n 1 such that V absorbs the unit ball of K P 1n X n ! n 1 f g Y X . Hence there exists a 1 k 1`n1 such that V does not absorb the unit ball of K P 1k 1 Y X . Set 1 P 1k 1 and let x 1 be the constant value of f 1 in 1 . Again there must exist an f 2 P K 1 Y X with f 2 k k 1 and f 2 a P 4V . Then, let P 2m X m P N f gbe the partition of 1 by elements of AE induced by f 2 . Using again Lemma 4.1 we obtain some positive integer k 2 such that V does not absorb the unit ball of K P 2k 2 Y X . Set 2 P 2k 2 and let x 2 be the constant value of f 2 in 2 . Proceeding by recurrence we obtain a normalized sequence f n in K AEY X , a sequence x n in X with x n k k 1 for each n P N and a decreasing sequence n of elements of AE, such that n supp f n nÀ1 , where 0 , and f n a P 2nV , f n taking the constant value x n in n , for each n P N. Setting g n f n À 1 n x n for each n, then according to Lemma 4.2 there is some k P N such that 1 n x n P nV for each n ! k. Hence g n a P nV for each n ! k.
If A nm X m P N f gis the sequence of the pairwise disjoint elements of AE defined by the non-null values of g n , i.e., for each positive integer m there is some x m T 0 with A nm g À1 n x m , then, due to the fact that the g n have disjoint supports, A nm X nY m P N f gis a countable family of pairwise disjoints elements of AE. So there is some % P Å such that g n P K %Y X for each n P N and hence there exists some positive integer k such that g k P kV , a contradiction.
Lemma 4.4. Let a be an algebra of subsets of N containing the finite sets. Then B aY X is an ultrabornological space if and only if X is an ultrabornological space.
Proof. Let V be an absolutely convex subset of B aY X which meets each Banach space L contained in B aY X in a neighbourhood of the origin in L. A simple modification of the argument of the proof of Lemma 2.4 yields some finite set J N such that V absorbs the closed unit ball of B N n JY X . As B JY X is isomorphic to X J since AE contains the singletons, and due to the fact that X J is ultrabornological, then V absorbs the unit ball of B JY X and we are done. 78 j.c. ferrando Corollary 4.6. If X is ultrabornological and AE is a '-algebra, then the space K AEY X is ultrabornological.
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the two previous results since it is plain that each subspace K %Y X is isomorphic either to X n , for some n P N, or to some space B aY X , a being the '-algebra of all subsets of N.
Corollary 4.6. If X is UBL and AE is a '-algebra, then K AEY X is an inductive limit of UBL spaces.
Proof. Now X n is a UBL space, since it is the product of UBL spaces, and B aY X is also a UBL space according to Proposition 2.5.
The spaces St IY X and Reg IY X
We denote by Reg IY X the linear space of regulated functions, i.e. the linear space of all those X -valued bounded functions defined in I 0Y 1 which are the uniform limit of a sequence of step functions. By St IY X we will denote the linear space formed by the step functions, and assume both spaces provided with the supremum-norm. Identifying St IY X with a subspace of B AEY X , AE being the algebra of all finite unions of right-semiclosed intervals contained in I, we have that St IY X I 0 AEY X . Hence Reg IY X coincides with B AEY X .
Proposition 5.1 St IY X is never a barrelled space.
Proof. If X has dimension one let us write St I instead of St IY X . It suffices to show that St I is not barrelled, since given some fixed x Ã P X Ã with x Ã k k 1, the mapping T X St IY X 3 St I defined by Tf x Ã f for each f P St IY X is a quotient map, for T is continuous, and if x P X is such that x Ã x 1 and B t s and B t sY denote the closed unit ball of St I and St IY X respectively, then x k k À1 ÁB St I
Defining u n such that u n Y g h i 1 0 f n t g t dt for each n P N and each g P St I then, as a consequence of what we have just seen, the set U u n X n P N f gis weak* bounded in St I Ã . In fact, u n Y 1 J h i J f n t dt for each J P a and each n P N. Proof. Since Reg IY X coincides with B AEY X , this is an obvious consequence of Corollary 3.4.
